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I have an old cowboy hat 
standing in a saddle rack, 
two companions born from one force 
we are a free spirit riding a horse. 
  
I have an old cowboy hat  
with western  memories I'll never forget. 
Now standing in a special place of my heart, 
turns our adventures into a Piece of Art. 
 
Joana Santos Barbosa 



WESTERN 
ARMCHAIR 
 
 
DIMENSIONS 
Height. 95cm|37,40’’  Width. 85cm|33,46’’  Depth. 82cm|32,28’’  
Seat Height. 43cm|16,90’’  
 
PRODUCT DETAILS 
Upholstery: INSIDHERLAND Canyon.  
Legs: structure in walnut finished in half gloss varnish. 
 
PRODUCT OPTIONS 
Upholstery: INSIDHERLAND fabrics or client fabric. 
Legs: other veneers, natural, aged or degrade gold/silver/copper leaf or 
any Ral Classic color finished in matt, half gloss or high gloss varnish.  

Request INSIDHERLAND Catalogue pdf with materials and finishes available at info@insidherland.com 





“Western is a captivating armchair that rescues the image of my favorite old cowboy hat standing in a 

saddle rack while waiting to go on a horse ride.” 

Joana Santos Barbosa 

  

The unquestionable form of Western armchair suddenly appeared in the mind of the creator and the 

creative process had to be focused on absorbing the most dominant features of the cowboy hat and the 

saddle rack to transform that simple, yet challenging, image into a functional Piece of Art. 

  

The essential was highlighted after adjusting the proportions between memory and creative presence. The 

top of the armchair performs the concave hat with rounded tabs and the band around it turns into a 

comfortable cushion. The base in walnut approaches the structure and color of the saddle rack. 

  

Western armchair allows us to seat and take our time to think in how simple or complex our mind can be, 

depending on the interpretations that we choose to make. We are not defined by the world around us, but 

by what we do with what we are given. 

  

A special thanks to GNR (National Republican Guard) Northern Regional Command,  

in particular to Lieutenant Colonel Marques, for providing the stable and the mares Distinta and Severa. 




